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Weexplore how listeners perceive distinct pieces of phonetic information that are conveyed in par
allel by the fundamental frequency (f0) contour of spoken and sung vowels. In a first experiment, we
measured differences in fO of Iii and lal vowels spoken and sung by unselected undergraduate partic
ipants. Differences in "intrinsic fO" (with fO of Iii higher than of la/) were present in spoken and sung
vowels; however, differences in sung vowels were smaller than those in spoken vowels. Four experi
ments tested a hypothesis that listeners would not hear the intrinsic fO differences as differences in
pitch on the vowel, because they provide information, instead, for production of a closed or open
vowel. The experiments provide clear evidence of "parsing" of intrinsic fO from the fO that contributes
to perceived vowel pitch. However, only some conditions led to an estimate of the magnitude of pars
ing that closely matched the magnitude of produced intrinsic fO differences.

Our research explores a characteristic ofspeech percep
tion that we have called "parsing" (e.g., Fowler, 1996).
Parsing occurs when different phonetic components ofan
utterance have converging effects on common acoustic
dimensions. Convergences of this sort can be conse
quences of coproduction of phonetic segments with one
another or ofphonetic segments with speech prosody. Due
to vowel-vowel coproduction and vowel-consonant co
production, for example, the acoustic spectrum at most
points in time is influenced by two or more phonetic seg
ments. The listener's parsing of context-sensitive acous
tic structure is revealed jointly by two kinds of findings.

First, and focusing on segment-segment coarticulation
to begin with, we find that listeners use acoustic infor
mation caused by a coarticulating consonant or vowel as
information for the coarticulating segment. For example,
listeners use coarticulatory information in one vowel that
has been caused by a coarticulating following vowel as
information for the following vowel (Fowler & Smith,
1986; Martin & Bunnell, 1981). Accordingly, in the non
sense disyllables /bobi/ and /boba/, listeners use coartic
ulatory evidence of raising and fronting during l:ll in the
first disyllable and oflowering and backing during l:ll in
the second disyllable as information for the identity ofthe
disyllable-final Iii or lal (Fowler & Smith, 1986). Compat-
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ibly,they use information in a consonant caused by a vowel
as information for the vowel (Fowler, 1984) and vice versa
(Whalen, 1984).

Listeners might be able to use coarticulatory informa
tion in these context-sensitive acoustic signals for either
of two reasons. First, they might hear the context sensi
tivity as such. That is, the acoustic signal for segment a,
which has been affected by anticipatory coarticulation
from a segment b, might sound like ab, and listeners might
use the b-like character ofa to predict that the forthcom
ing segment is b. Alternatively, as suggested by the motor
theory (see, e.g., Liberman & Mattingly, 1985) or the the
ory ofdirect perception (see, e.g., Fowler, 1986), listeners
may partition the acoustic signal along phonetic-gestural
lines. In these theories, primitives of spoken words are
phonetic gestures ofthe vocal tract, and listeners perceive
gestures as the smallest linguistically significant compo
nents of an utterance. A listener who perceives gestures
will use the constellation ofacoustic consequences of the
gestures as information for them. Accordingly, given ab'
listeners will parse the acoustic consequences of antici
pating gesture b during production ofa and will use it as
information for b, not as context sensitivity ofa.

Evidence suggests that listeners perceive in the latter
way.This is the second finding relating to parsing to which
we alluded above. For example, in the following set offour
trisyllables (Fowler, 1981; Fowler & Smith, 1986), sub
scripts identify the original phonetic context in which
spliced medial /ba/ syllables had been produced; accord
ingly, below, jb;;Jj had originally been produced in ijb;;Jjbi
and ab;;Ja had been produced in aab;;Jaba:
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i.bo.bi -- a.bo.ba ---------- i.bo.bi -- aab~aba.

Listeners were asked to decide in which pair oftrisyllables,
A or B, the medial unstressed syllables sounded more
alike. If listeners base their judgments solely on the
context-sensitive medial syllables, they should judge the
medial syllables in Pair A as more alike than those in
Pair B, because, in fact, those in A are acoustically identi
cal. However, if listeners ascribe to the flanking Iii and
lal gestures the coarticulatory effects that each should
have caused in the schwa vowels, then schwas in Pair B
should sound identical, whereas those in A should sound
different. That is, in both iib;}jbi trisyllables, listeners
should parse the raising and fronting effects ofthe flank
ing Iils in the domain of the schwa vowels, leaving un
coarticulated schwa as remainder. Likewise in aab;}aba,
listeners will parse the lowering and backing effects oflal
in the domain of schwa, once again leaving uncoarticu
lated schwa as remainder. However, in aboba, listeners
will parse the lowering and backing effects that the
flanking lal should have had on the medial vowel, and the
residual unstressed vowel will sound high and front. In
two experiments (Fowler, 1981; Fowler & Smith, 1986),
listeners chose trisyllables in pairs such as B as having the
more similar schwas.

In the present research, we explore parsing that may
occur when phonetic segments and prosodic structure have
converging effects on a common acoustic dimension. Here
we focus on vocalic phonetic segments and speech mel
odies or intonational patterns that have converging effects
on fundamental frequency (fa).

Other things equal, high vowels are associated with
higher fOs than are low vowels (see, e.g., Sapir, 1989, for
a review). This is called a difference in intrinsic fundamen
tal frequency. The reasons for intrinsicfa are controversial.

Investigations have shown that cricothyroid muscle
activity is higher during the production of high vowels
than during that of low vowels (Dhyr, 1990; Honda &
Fujimura, 1991; Vilkman, Aaltonen, Raimo, Arajarvi, &
Oksanen, 1989). The cricothyroid is a laryngeal muscle
the activation of which can have several effects, one of
which is to raise fa. Accordingly, the finding may imply
that talkers create the confounding of vowel height and
fa intentionally. Raising fa on high vowels, which have
low first formants (FI s), moves fa closer to Fl and may,
therefore, enhance their distinctness from low vowels,
which have high Fl s but low fOs (Diehl, 1991; Kluen
der, 1994). However, Whalen and Levitt (1995) have ar
gued that the perceptual enhancement of high vowels
caused by a high fa should be negligible. Further, the
cricothyroid muscle has consequences other than raising
fa; possibly one or more of these consequences explains
its activity during high vowels.

Some investigators (Honda, 1981; Ohala & Eukel,
1976) have proposed that the increase infO for high vow
els may be due in part to the tongue's pulling on tissues
or structures of the larynx. Compatibly, there is evidence
that intrinsic fa is exaggerated when speakers produce
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A B vowels with a large biteblock holding the jaw in a very
open position (Ohala & Eukel, 1987). Given that the bite
block should enhance any tongue pull, Ohala and Eukel's
study provides some supportive evidence for a mecha
nism of this type. Further, one tongue pull account sug
gests a reason for cricothyroid activity accompanying
high vowels. If the tongue pull works to enlarge the space
between the thyroid and cricoid cartilages (the "cricothy
roid visor"), then, as Vilkman et al. proposed (1989; see
also Vilkman, Aaltonen, Laine, & Raimo, 1991), action of
the cricothyroid may function to offset that effect of the
pull. If so, any increase in fa for high vowels that is due
to cricothyroid activity may be an incidental, rather than
an intended, consequence of producing high vowels.

Despite the positive evidence for an account of intrin
sic fa that invokes tongue pull, there is evidence oppos
ing the account as well. For example, Fischer-Jorgensen
(1990) summarized evidence that in comparisons of
tense-lax vowel pairs, differences in tongue height and
in intrinsic fa do not pattern as they should according to
the tongue pull account. Indeed, currently no explana
tion for intrinsic fa accounts for all of the relevant data
satisfactorily (see, e.g., Sapir, 1989; Silverman, 1987,
for reviews of the variety ofaccounts of intrinsic fa and
the relevant data).

On two indirect, but relevant grounds, Whalen and
colleagues (Whalen & Levitt, 1995; Whalen, Levitt, Hsaio,
& Smorodinsky, 1995) suggested that, whatever account
of intrinsic fa turns out to be accurate, it is likely to be
one in which the effect is an incidental, rather than an in
tended, characteristic of spoken vowels. First, intrinsic
fa is present in the babbling of 6- to 12-month-old in
fants from English- and French-speaking homes (Whalen
et aI., 1995). Second, it appears to be universal to lan
guages and not to vary among languages that differ in the
sizes of their vowel inventories from 4 to 18 vowels
(Whalen & Levitt, 1995). Neither babbling infants nor
speakers with four-vowel inventories need to use fa to dis
tinguish their high from their low vowels for listeners
babbling infants because they are not communicating, and
speakers of four-vowel inventories because their vowels
are spectrally highly distinct already.

We will not attempt to discriminate accounts of intrin
sic fa as incidental or intended in any direct way in the re
search that we report here. However, in a theory in which
listeners track phonetic gestures, parsing of fa into a
"vowel height" component and an "intonation" or "pitch"
component is expected only if the phonetic gesture that
underlies production ofthe high vowel causes the increase
in fa. Accordingly, evidence of fa parsing favors ac
counts of intrinsic fa that invoke incidental rather than
intended sources.

Across studies, parsing has already been shown for
perceived vowel height and intonational accent. Reinholt
Peterson (1986) showed that a vowel ambiguous between
the Danish vowels 10:1 and lu:1 was more likely to be per
ceived as the higher lu:1 when vowels were synthesized
with a higher than a lower fa. This shows that fa provides
information for vowel height that listeners use. On the
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Condition

Figure 1. Average fO (Hz), with standard error bars, of Iii and
lal vowels in spoken words (left pair of bars), in vowels sung at a
self-selected pitch (middle bars), and in vowels sung to match a
tone (right bars). Note that error bars reflect between-subjects
(including between-sex) variability infO, not the within-subjects
variability that determined significance in statistical tests.

Results and Discussion
Results of all three conditions are shown in Figure 1.

The left pair ofbars in Figure 1 displays the mean fOs for
the Iii and lal words averaged across the 13 subjects. The
middle set ofbars shows the meanfO in the first (vowel
shifting) singing condition, and the right-most pair of
bars shows the resultsof the tone-matching task. The dif
ferences in fO shown in the figure also closely represent
the fO differences shown by the subset of 8 subjects on
whom we have the original recordings.

In a second singing condition (the "tone-matching" condition), on
each of 24 trials, the computer cued the vowel, Iii or lal, that the
subject was to sing. A tone then sounded and continued for 10 sec.
The tone was a 150-Hz sine wave for male subjects and a 250-Hz
sine wave for females. The subjects were instructed to sing the
vowel to match the tone. Once they were satisfied that they were
matching the tone, they were asked to hold the vowel for 2 sec. In
all conditions, sung vowels were recorded on audiotape.

Measurements. In the spoken words, fO was measured in the
vicinity of the Iii or lal vowel midpoint. This was done in either of
two ways. It was extracted using an algorithm provided by the Mac
SpeechLab (GW Instruments) software, or, if the algorithm ap
peared to provide spurious results, it was extracted by measuring
the duration of pitch pulses surrounding the vowel midpoint.

In the first singing condition, each vowel was measured at three
locations. For the first vowel in a sequence, the first measurement
was made approximately one-half second from the beginning ofthe
vowel; another measurement was made just before the transition to
the second vowel; and a measurement was made halfway between
these measurement points. For the second vowel, measurements were
made just after the transition, at a point approximately one-halfsec
ond from the end ofthe vowel and at a point between these two mea
surements. In the second condition, three measurements were made,
evenly separated during the last 2 sec of the sung vowel. Measure
ments were made in the same way (using MacSpeechLab) as in the
speech condition. Because there were no statistically significant dif
ferences among the three measured points in either singing condition,
for purposes of subsequent analyses, we averaged across the points.
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other hand, Silverman (1987) showed that when the high
vowel Iii and the low vowel lal had identical fO contours
in a sentential frame in which each received an intona
tional accent, Iii was judged to underlie a less prominent
accent than la/. Apparently, fO that is ascribed to vowel
height is parsed from the fO contour, with the remainder
heard as the intonational accent. Under some conditions,
Silverman found a magnitude ofparsing that closely ap
proximated the amount (l 0-15 Hz) that he estimated from
the literature to be characteristic of intrinsic fO differences
between high and low vowels.

Our research pursues this finding in two ways. First,
we attempt to replicate Silverman's (1987) findings that
the amount of fO that listeners ascribe to vowel height
tends to match the magnitude of intrinsic fO differences
produced by talkers. Second, we extend the observation of
parsing to sung vowels. For sung high and low vowels to
have the same pitch, or for sung high and low vowels to
match the pitch of a tone, must singers produce Iils that
exceed la/s in sungfO and that exceed tones in frequency?

The first experiment was designed in part to provide
an estimate of the magnitude of intrinsic fO differences
between the high vowel Iii and the low vowel lal in nor
mally spoken, isolated words and when they are sung. In
addition, it provides a natural speech source of the resyn
thesized speech used as perceptual stimuli in Experi
ments 2-5.

As noted, Silverman (1987) estimated intrinsic fO mag
nitude (between high and low vowels) to range between
10 and 15 Hz. Intrinsic fO is present in the singing of
trained singers, but it is considerably smaller in magni
tude than in intrinsic fO in ordinary speech (Grieffen
berg & Reinbolt-Petersen, 1982; Ternstrom, Sundberg,
& Collden, 1988). In the present experiment, we obtained
estimates of intrinsic fO in sung vowels produced by in
dividuals who were unselected for training in singing.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method
Subjects. The subjects were native speakers ofEnglish who were

undergraduates; all reported normal speech and hearing. They re
ceived course credit for their participation. Thirteen subjects were
run; after data collection and measurement, a tape recording of5 of
the speakers was inadvertently destroyed. We present separate
analyses of the data of all 13 subjects, and of those of just the 8
whose recordings remained available.

Procedure. Each subject took part in all three production tasks.
The order oftasks was rotated across subjects. For the speech task, the
students sat facing a computer monitor that presented printed words
one at a time to be read. The words beady, body, keyed, and cod were
presented 10times each in random order with a 5-sec interval between
them. The students were asked to read the words at a leisurely pace.

In one singing condition (henceforth the "vowel-shifting" condi
tion), a computer monitor cued the subjects to begin singing either
Iii or lal at a self-selected pitch. Their instructions were to sing the
vowel on a constant pitch; they were to sustain the vowel for approx
imately 2 sec and then shift to the other vowel, keeping pitch con
stant, and to hold the second vowel for another 2 sec. They produced
10 la/-/il sequences and 10 li/-/al sequences, randomly ordered.
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Speech condition. In analyses ofthe speech condition
with the factors consonant (lb/, Ikl) and vowel (Iii, la/),
only the effect of vowel was significant [all 13 subjects,
F(1,12) = 61.00, P < .001; the subset of 8, F(1,7) =
34.58,p = .0006]. Analyses performed separately on the
data from each subject revealed a significant vowel effect
for all 13 speakers. Although the literature suggests that
an effect of consonant should have been found (see, e.g.,
Hombert, 1978), withfOs following Ikl higher than Ib/,
these data did not show a difference; accordingly, Figure 1
presents the data collapsed across the consonant factor.

Averaging over the consonants, the intrinsic fO effect
(the difference in average fO for Iii minus la/) was 13 Hz
in the set of 13 subjects and 14 Hz in the subset of8 sub
jects. This leads us to predict that for vowels Iii and lal to
sound to listeners as if they are equal in pitch, Iii should
exceed lal in fO. More specifically, if listeners are accu
rate parsers, Iii should exceed lal by 13-14 Hz at the
point of pitch equality. Experiments 2 and 3 tested those
predictions.

Vowelshifting. In the analysis ofthe first singing con
dition, in which subjects sang one vowel and then shifted
to the other, there was a 3.00-Hz difference in frequency
between sung Iii and lal across the 13 subjects [t(12) =
6.43,p < .0001]. Across the subset of8 subjects, the dif
ference was 2.63 Hz [t(7) = 6.25, P = .0004]. In sepa
rate analyses on individuals, the effect was significant for
11 ofthe 13 subjects and marginal for a 12th (p = .053).

Tone matching. In the analysis of the tone data ofthe
13 subjects, there was a 1.85-Hz difference in the fre
quency of sung Iii and lal in the predicted direction
[t(12) = 3.15, P = .008]. Across the subset of8 subjects,
the difference was 2.34 Hz [t(7) = 2.89,p = .023]. In sep
arate analyses on individuals, only 5 of the 13 (and 3 of
the 8) subjects showed significant Iii - lal differences
in this condition. (Male and female subjects, who had
matched vowels to different tones reflecting their differ
ent average fundamental frequencies, showed nearly the
same-approximately 2 Hz-effect sizes.)

With three exceptions, subjects came close to match
ing the tones. For the 10 successful subjects, the average
absolute value ofthe discrepancy between the sungfO and
the frequency of the tone was 3.0 Hz. (For the other 3
singers, the difference averaged 50.8 Hz.) Although the
majority ofclose matchers sang Iii at a higher frequency
than the tone (8 of 10), the majority also sang lal at a
higher frequency than the tone (7 of 10).

Replicating findings by Grieffenberg and Reinholt
Petersen (1982) and by Ternstrom et al. (1988), we have
found small but reliable differences in the intrinsic fO of
high and low sung vowels.

Cross-condition analysis. In an analysis across the
three conditions, with the factors condition (spoken, sung
with vowel shift, sung to match a tone) and vowel (Iii,
la/), we found significant main effects, but more impor
tantly an interaction between them [F(2,24) = 11.41,
P = .0043, across the 13 subjects; F(2,14) = 13.28,p =
.007, across the subset of8 subjects]. The interaction re-

fleets the significantly larger intrinsic fO difference in
spoken than in sung Iii and la/.

This outcome led us to predict less parsing of intrinsic
fO from the sung than from the spoken vowels. We pre
dicted that listeners would parse approximately 3 Hz from
the sung vowels of the vowel-shifting condition and ap
proximately 2 Hz from the tone-matching condition. These
predictions were tested in Experiments 4 and 5.

EXPERIMENT 2

To test whether listeners will parse fO from the into
nation contour on which speakers produced the words of
Experiment 1, we used resynthesis on a typical speaker's
natural productions of the words keyed and cod from the
first experiment. We created several version'S of each of
the two words that were identical except for their fO con
tours. Listeners judged which of a keyed-cod pair that
they had heard on each trial had the higher pitch. We ex
pected them to hear cod as higher in pitch when the fO
contours on the vowels were identical, and we expected
them to require approximately a 13-Hz difference in fO
for the pitch of the words to sound equal.

Method
Subjects. Twenty-two introductory psychology students partic

ipated in Experiment 2 for course credit. All were native English
speakers with normal hearing.

Materials. Recordings of I of the male subjects from Experi
ment I, whom we will call M I, were used for this experiment. His
data were typical in showing considerably larger intrinsic fO dif
ferences in the spoken-word than in either singing condition. We
used one token each ofMI's spoken productions of cod and keyed.
From these we resynthesized new tokens having different fO con
tours. Resynthesis was accomplished using ILS software on a VAX
computer. Contours were flat withfO at 96, 99, 102, 105, 108, and
III Hz. (We used flat contours because they provided the most
straightforward way to vary fO and because Silverman, 1987, found
little difference in judgments of flat and sloping contours in his re
search.) We next created a test order in which each token of cod was
paired with each token of keyed. The pairings were made so that
subjects heard all combinations of frequencies four times with the
order cod and keyed counterbalanced. This gave 144 pairs oftokens
(six cod frequencies X six keyed frequencies X two orders of cod
and keyed X two tokens ofeach combination). There were 750 msec
between words within a trial and 3.5 sec between trials. Seven sec
onds followed trials that corresponded to the end of a column on
subjects' answer sheets.

Procedure. Answer sheets offered response alternatives cod and
keyed for each trial. The subjects were instructed to decide which word
in the pair they had heard on each trial was higher in pitch and to cir
cle their answer on the sheets provided. We instructed the subjects to
guess even if they did not detect a difference between the tokens.

Results and Discussion
Weexcluded data from 6 subjects whose response pat

terns were markedly nonmonotonic across the continuum.'
Figure 2 shows the proportion ofjudgments that keyed is
higher in pitch than cod averaged across the remaining
16 subjects and presented as a function of the fO differ
ence (Iii - la/) between the two words. We used probit
analysis to fit ogives to the curves of individual subjects.
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Figure 2. Proportion of judgments in which keyed exceeded cod
in pitch as a function of the hertz difference between the vowels
(data from Experiment 2).

Our dependent measure was the /0 difference between
Iii and lal at which, on the fitted ogive, subjects judged
keyed as higher on 50% ofopportunities. This value ranged
from -1.22 to 3.42 across subjects and averaged 1.14 Hz.
This is a significant departurefrom 0 [t(15) = 2.87,p =
.012], and it signifies that, to sound equal in pitch to lal,
Iii must exceed lal by 1.14 Hz on the average.?

Although our subjects showed significant evidence of
parsing, as we predicted, they showed considerably less
than expected-indeed, less than 1/10 (7%) the magni
tude of the expected effect based on the average /0 differ
ence produced by our talkers in Experiment 1. Ofcourse,
this mayor may not signify that, outside the laboratory,
subjects only parse 7% of the /0 perturbation from the
intonation contour that talkers produce. We can probably
reject the possibility that vowel-intrinsic /0 as produced
in ordinary speech is considerably smaller in magnitude
than that produced in the laboratory. Ladd and Silverman
(1984) estimated a magnitude of/0 in fluent speech that
is similar to the magnitude we found for the speech con
dition ofExperiment 1. Factors that may lead us to under
estimate the magnitude ofparsing outside the laboratory
include the nature and difficulty ofthe experimental task
and the range of frequency differences we used.

Some evidence suggests that task difficulty may have
reduced our estimate of parsing. When we correlate the
value ofthe la/-/il frequency difference at 50% respond
ing for each subject with hislher standard error (represent
ing the fit of the ogive to the data), we obtain a margin
ally significant correlation (r = - .49, p = .055). This
negative correlation suggests that subjects who showed
the largest positive frequency differences also tended to
be those who responded most consistently. Our noisiest
subjects produced the unexpected negative frequency
differences. Indeed, of the 5 subjects who showed nega
tive differences at 50% responding, the 3 with the largest
negative differences also had the highest standard errors
of the 16 subjects. Obviously, however, this cannot be the

only factor, or even the most important one in determin
ing the small amount ofparsing that we saw in this exper
iment. The listener who parsed the most only ascribed
3.42 Hz of the /0 contour to intrinsic /0.

A second source of underestimation may be the range
offrequency differences that we used. Our production ex
periment suggested that perfect parsers would parse
13-14 Hz from the /0 contour on Iii vowels. The maxi
mum frequency differences subjects received in Experi
ment 2 was 15 Hz. If they were perfect parsers, on the
vast majority of trials they would judge cod to be higher
in pitch than keyed. Possibly, listeners felt some con
straint against always judging cod to be higher. Silver
man (1987), who found considerably more parsing than
we obtained, also used a much wider range of frequency
differences than we did. Accordingly, in Experiment 3,
we doubled the range of/0 differences among tokens of
cod and keyed.

EXPERIMENT 3

The manipulation offrequency-difference range in Ex
periment 3 in comparison with that ofExperiment 2 may
have three possible outcomes. Our estimate ofparsing may
be unchanged, increase, or decrease. IfExperiment 2 ac
curately estimated parsing, then increasing the range of
frequency differences in Experiment 3 should not change
our estimate ofthe magnitude ofparsing. If, instead, the
range of frequency differences that we used led us to un
derestimate parsing because it was too restricted, as we
suggested above, then the increase in range should lead
to an increase in our estimate of parsing and perhaps
bring it close to the magnitude of intrinsic /0 differences
between spoken Iii and lal that we found in Experi
ment 1. The third logically possible outcome is a de
crease in the estimate, but there is no reason that is ob
vious to us why this should occur.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 18 undergraduate students who par

ticipated in the experiment for course credit. All were native speak
ers of English with normal hearing.

Materials. We resynthesized MI 's spoken productions of cod
and keyed. Contours were flat withfO at 94, 100, 106, 112, 118, and
124 Hz. This created a maximum frequency difference of30 Hz be
tween the members of a word pair on each trial. This doubled the
differences used in Experiment 2 and exceeded by approximately
17 Hz the intrinsic fO difference in production that we observed in
Experiment I. The test order was identical to that used in Experi
ment 2, with the new values of fO substituted for the ordinally cor
responding ones of Experiment 2's test order.

Procedure. The procedure was identical to that ofExperiment 2.

Results and Discussion
Judgments in this experiment were generally easier than

those in Experiment 2 because the frequency differences
between words in a pair were, on the average, twice those
in Experiment 2. Data from no subject would have been
excluded on the basis of the paired criteria of Experi
ment 2 (see note I). However, 3 subjects did stand out
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EXPERIMENT 4

In the present experiment, we used resynthesis on the
sung vowels of the vowel-shifting condition of Experi-

keyed minus cod (Hz)

Figure 3. Proportion of judgments in which keyed exceeded cod
in pitch as a function of the hertz difference between the vowels
(data from Experiment 3).

Method
Subjects. Thirty-six introductory psychology students partici

pated in the experiment for course credit. All 36 students were na
tive speakers ofEnglish with normal hearing. Ofthesc, 17 were run
in the narrow-range frequency-difference condition and 19 in the
wide-range condition.

Materials. Recordings ofMI were used for this experiment, as
for Experiment 2. We used single tokens ofsung lal and Iii from the
vowel-shifting condition of Experiment I. For this purpose, we
chose approximately 625-msec ranges from one token of a trial in
which the subject had shifted from sung lal to Iii. We excised these
portions from the original production, giving us separate lal
(624 msec) and Iii vowels (627 msec).

These vowels were resynthesized to have flatfO contours withfO
values of 96, 99, 102, 105, 108, and III Hz for the narrow-range
condition and values of 94, 100, 106, 112, 118, and 124 Hz for the
wide-range condition. These are the values we used in Experiments
2 and 3.

Wemade two audiotapes, one per frequency range. in which resyn
thesized sung vowels from the vowel-shifting condition of Experi
ment I were paired following the procedure of Experiments 2 and
3. Thus, in each test, there were 144 trials in which two tokens each
ofall pairings ofIii and lal frequencies occurred and with the order
ofIii and lal counterbalanced. Timing within and between trials was
as in Experiments 2 and 3.

Procedure. Subjects were assigned to one of two (frequency
difference range) groups. For each perception test, answer sheets pro
vided the response options ah and ee. Subjects were instructed to
decide which vowel in the pair they had heard on each trial was higher
in pitch and to circle their answer on the sheets provided. As in the
speech tests of Experiments 2 and 3, they were instructed to guess
rather than to leave blanks.

ment 1 to examine parsing of intrinsic fa from the per
ceived pitch of sung speech. Grieffenberg and Reinholt
Petersen (1982) reported that 1 listener (a staff member
at an institute of musicology and so, in the investigators'
judgment, "a highly competent listener") showed evi
dence ofparsing. Our experiment tested for parsing among
unselected listeners and compared its magnitude to that
ofthe intrinsic fa difference produced by subjects in Ex
periment 1. Accordingly, we expected parsing to average
approximately 3 Hz (i.e., the fa difference Iii - lal at
which listeners do not distinguish the vowels in pitch) .

Results
Vowelmatching, narrow-frequency range. Data from

1 subject were eliminated using the criteria specified in
note 1. The top panel of Figure 4 presents the data aver
aged over the remaining 16 subjects. As for Experiments
2 and 3, we fit an ogive to the data of each subject and
used it to determine the frequency difference between lal
and Iii at which subjects judged the two vowels to have
the same pitch. Averaged across subjects, this value was
3.35 hertz, a value very close to the predicted one. The
95% confidence limits surrounding this mean are 2.33
and 4.90 hertz; this interval includes the measured in
trinsic fa differences in the vowel-shifting condition of
Experiment 1 of 3.0 Hz (n = 13) and 2.63 Hz (n = 8).
Fifteen of the 16 subjects had positive hertz differences
at the 50% point; accordingly, the difference between lal
and Iii (fa ofIii - fa of la/) was highly statistically sig
nificant [t(15) = 4.30,p = .0006]. In contrast to the re-
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markedly from the others in showing six changes in di
rection in the magnitude of their response proportions
across the II-item continuum. We excluded the data
from these 3 listeners. Figure 3 presents the findings av
eraged across the remaining 15 participants. As in Ex
periment 2, we used probit analysis to fit ogives to the
curves of individual subjects. In Experiment 2, the differ
ence in fundamental frequency between Iii and lal at
which listeners did not distinguish the vowels in pitch
averaged 1.14 Hz. In the present experiment, it averaged
.32 Hz, a numerical reduction in the estimate ofparsing.
This value differs neither from a-that is, no parsing
[t(14) = .54,p = .60]-nor from 1.14 Hz [t(29) = 1.15,
P = .26]. That is, parsing was statistically absent in the
data of this experiment; however, it did not differ signif
icantly in magnitude from the (significant) parsing that
we found in Experiment 2. When we pooled the data
across the experiments, our estimate ofparsing remained
significant [t(30) = 2.09, p < .05].

The correlation between intercept and standard error
did not approach significance in this experiment; accord
ingly, we have no evidence, as we did in Experiment 2,
that the most consistent responders parsed more from the
fa contour than did the less consistent responders.

The outcome of this experiment was surprising to us
in showing a numerical reduction in the estimate ofpars
ing under conditions that we expected would increase it
or, at the very least, leave it unchanged. Statistically, of
course, it was unchanged, and, for the present, we adopt
that characterization of our findings, pending a second
examination of the effects ofmanipulating the frequency
difference range, now on our estimate of parsing of sung
vowels. Experiment 4 provides that examination.

1.0
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Figure 4. Proportion of judgments in which ee exceeded ah in
pitch for vowels originally sung in isolation. The top and bottom
panels, respectively, display data from the narrow- and wide-
frequency difference conditions of Experiment 4.

suit in Experiment 2, the correlation between the hertz
difference at the 50% responding point and the standard
error reflecting the fit of subjects' data to the ogive did
not approach significance. However, this is because, in
this experiment, but not in Experiment 2, different sub
jects' magnitudes ofparsing differed from the predicted
amount both by showing less than the predicted amount
of parsing and by showing more than the expected
amount. A correlation between each subject's standard
error and the absolute value of the departure of his/her
parsing score from the predicted 3.0-Hz parsing was
highly significant (r =: .78, P =: .0001). That is, subjects
whose estimated magnitude ofparsing was closest to 3 Hz
also gave the best fits to the ogival function. As for indi
vidual data, the only subject to show a negative hertz dif
ference also had the largest standard error. Further, the 3
subjects with identical, and the lowest, standard errors
all had hertz differences close to the predicted value
(2.25,2.29, and 3.15). In short, here, in contrast to Ex-

periments 2 and 3, on the average subjects parsed accu
rately. And more strongly than in Experiment 2, the best
subjects, as estimated from standard errors, came closest
to parsing accurately.

Vowel matching, wide-frequency range. Data from
1 subject were excluded on the basis of the criteria spec
ified in note 1; no other subject's data met the more lib
eral exclusionary criteria of Experiment 3. The bottom
panel of Figure 4 presents findings averaged across the
18 listeners. The frequency difference between Iii and
lal at the point of subjective pitch equality was 4.35 Hz,
a value 1 Hz higher, but not significantly higher, than
that found with the narrow range offrequency differences
[t(32) =: .743,p == .46]. Most of the difference between
the intercepts in the two frequency range conditions can
be ascribed to 1 subject with an intercept ofnearly 18 Hz
in the wide-range condition. As in the narrow-range con
dition, all but 1 subject had positive hertz differences at
the 50% point; accordingly, the difference between Iii
and lal (f0 ofIii - fO ofla/) was highly statistically sig
nificant [t(17) = 4.09, P = .0008]. The correlation be
tween each subject's standard error and the absolute value
of the departure oftheir parsing score from the predicted
3.0-Hz parsing was highly significant (r = .74, P =
.0002). The listener with the largest departure from
3.0 Hz had the largest standard error; the listener with
the smallest departure had the second smallest standard
error.

Discussion
In contrast to findings ofExperiments 2 and 3, the pres

ent experiment revealed a close match between the mag
nitude ofparsing by listeners and the magnitude ofintrin
sic fO differences measured in Experiment 1. Further, we
found no effect of the range offrequency differences be
tween Iii and lal vowels across trials on the estimate of
parsmg.

As for the accuracy of parsing, for now, the most we
can say is that, for the sung, isolated vowels of Experi
ment 4, listeners were accurate. For the spoken vowels in
the word context of Experiments 2 and 3, they were not.
We consider reasons for these different outcomes in the
General Discussion. Experiment 5 provides a final esti
mate ofparsing accuracy using vowels sung by M1 in the
tone-matching condition of Experiment 1.

EXPERIMENT 5

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 14 students in an introductory psy

chology course who participated for course credit. They were native
speakers of English with normal hearing.

Materials. For the tone test, we used the wider range of vowel
fundamental frequencies of Experiments 3 and 4, and we synthe
sized a 640-msec sine wave tone at 109 Hz, the middle of the range
of vowel frequencies. We selected tokens ofvowels Iii and lal from
MI's tone condition. As in the previous experiment, we selected
stretches in each vowel that were steady-state in fO. The lal vowel
was 636 msec long and the Iii vowel was 630 msec long. Vowels
were resynthesized as in Experiment 4. In the test order presented
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to listeners, the tone was paired with each ofthe resynthesized vow
els, with the order of tone and vowel counterbalanced. There were
96 trials in all (six vowel frequencies X two vowels X two orders of
tone and vowel X four tokens ofeach trial type). Timing within and
between trials was as in Experiments 2-4.

Procedure. The subjects were asked to judge on each trial
whether the tone or the vowel was higher in pitch. They responded
by circling "tone" or "vowel" next to each trial number on their an
swer sheet. They were asked to circle exactly one of these choices
on each trial, guessing if necessary.

Results and Discussion
Although data were somewhat messy across the board

in this experiment, no subset of listeners stood out as es
pecially deviant in their responding. Accordingly, data
from all listeners were retained. Figure 5 shows the data
averaged over the 14 subjects. The figure displays the fre
quency difference between the vowel and the tone (tone
minus vowel) on the horizontal axis and the proportion
ofjudgments for which the tone was higher in pitch than
the vowel on the y-axis. The parameter in the figure is the
identity of the vowel being judged relative to the tone.
At every frequency difference, the Iii curve lies above
the lal curve, as predicted. That is, in all comparisons, the
tone was more likely to be judged higher than Iii than to
be judged higher than la/. In an analysis of variance with
factors voweland frequency difference, both main effects
and the interaction were significant [vowel, F(1, 13) =
9.85, P = .008; frequency difference, F(5,65) = 22.54,
p < .0001; interaction, F(5,65) = 4.04, p = .003]. The
interaction was significant because the vowel difference
was smaller at frequency differences 15 and 9 Hz than
elsewhere.

The data in the figure are not ogival. Accordingly, to
estimate the amount of parsing, we fit regression lines
rather than ogives to the curves. The fit of a line to the
raw Iii data was modest jx? = .33, F(1,82) = 40.59,p <
.0001]. Setting the proportion of judgments for which
the tone was higher to .5 and solving for the Iii-tone fre
quency difference at that point yielded a 5.53-Hz differ-
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Figure 5. Proportion of judgments in which the tone was higher
than ee or ah in Experiment 5. Standard error bars are shown.

ence such that Iii must be 5.53 Hz higher than the tone
to be judged equal to it in pitch. The analogous analysis
applied to the lal data gave a better fit to the line [RZ =
.59, F(1,82) = 116.42, P < .0001]. Solving for the la/
tone frequency difference at subjectively equal pitch
yielded a difference of - 3.67 Hz such that lal matched
the tone in pitch when it was lower in frequency than the
tone by 3.67 Hz. If subtracting the outcome for lal from
that for Iii is the appropriate way to estimate parsing due
to intrinsic fO, our estimate is 9.2 Hz, a value that is too
high for the amount of intrinsic fO that our singers pro
duced in the vowels.

We cannot look at individual accuracies in the way
that we did in the speech- and vowel-matching experi
ments to determine whether the most consistent subjects
were also the most realistic parsers. Data from 4 subjects
in this experiment did not provide significant fits to a
line. If we restrict our examination, however, to the 10
subjects for whom fits to lines yielded significant R2S for
both vowels, we do see lower estimates of parsing for
these subjects than for the group of 14 subjects as a whole.
Estimating parsing for each of these subjects in the way
that we did for the group as a whole yielded estimates of
intrinsic fO parsing that averaged 4.26. This is much
closer to the predicted value of about 2 Hz than the set
of 14 subjects showed. Therefore, we do have evidence
here, as in Experments 2 and 4, that the most systematic
responders are the most accurate parsers.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Our research was designed to address two general ques
tions. First, does "parsing" of fO occur in perception
of speech and of sung speech when vowels differ in their
intrinsic fO? Second, does the magnitude of fO parsed
from the perceived pitch of a vowel correspond to the
magnitude of the intrinsic fO difference? We can answer
the first question in the affirmative. In five of five com
parisons numerically and in four of five significantly, we
found evidence that, matched in fO, an Iii vowel sounds
lower in pitch than an lal vowel whether it is spoken or
sung.

We did not succeed in providing the affirmative an
swer we expected to the second question. Parsing was ac
curate for vowels that subjects had sung in isolation. In
two comparisons that differed in the range of frequency
differences between lal and Iii pairs, parsing averaged
3.9 Hz, closely matching the measured intrinsic fO differ
ence of 3 Hz. However, we did not find a close match
between measured intrinsic fO differences and parsing
among spoken words. There, the measured difference
was 13-14 Hz, but the magnitude ofparsing was 1.14 Hz
in one experiment and a nonsignificant .32 Hz in an
other. Finally, vowels sung to match a tone differed by
2 Hz on the average; however, our listeners judged Iils
and lals as matching the tone when they differed from
each other by 9 Hz. Accordingly, across experiments, we
have listeners parsing too little, parsing accurately, and
parsing excessively.
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In four of five comparisons (except the comparison
made in Experiment 3), we have evidence that the most
consistent responders among our listeners were the most
accurate parsers. In addition, particularly among our most
consistent responding listeners, parsing was more accu
rate for sung than for spoken vowels. We next consider
why our findings might have differed between the spo
ken and sung conditions.

One possibility is that parsing really is more accurate
for sung than for spoken vowels. The requirement that
sung speech be perceived as matching tones from any in
strumental accompaniment may foster more accurate
parsing than in speech perception. However, although this
may provide part of the answer, we doubt that it provides
all of it. First, it is not obvious why listeners would parse
fO from the intonation contour of a spoken utterance at
all if their parsing amounted to only 7% of the "distor
tion" to the intonation contour provided by intrinsic fO
(as we found when we compared intrinsic fO magnitudes
in Experiment I to parsing in Experiment 2). This leads
us to guess that our research methods underestimate
spoken-word fO parsing. Compatible with this interpre
tation, Silverman (1987) reported a considerably larger
magnitude of parsing than we found here.

There are some procedural differences between Silver
man's (1987) study and our own. Most notably, he pre
sented his Iii and lal vowels, not only in real words as we
did here, but also in sentence context (e.g., "They only
feast before fasting," and "They only fast before feast
ing" produced by a speaker of British English). This may
render more salient and important recovery of the inton
tation contour of the utterance and may foster parsing.
Somewhat compatibly, in a different study of parsing of
fO perturbations on a vowel due to the voicelessness ofa
preceding consonant (Pardo & Fowler, in press), we did
find a tendency for parsing to be larger when words are
presented in a sentence context than when words occur
in isolated pairs, as in Experiments 2-5. However, the dif
ference was not large enough to explain the discrepancy
between the magnitude of intrinsic fO measured in Ex
periment I (and elsewhere; see Silverman, 1987, for a re
view) and the parsing we saw in Experiments 2 and 3.
We hope in future investigations to develop a better un
derstanding ofprocedural factors that affect our estimates
ofparsing offO. We do speculate that parsing is more ac
curate than our studies reveal, on grounds that inaccu
rate parsing would appear to be no more useful than no
parsing at all, and except Experiment 3, we have found
reliable evidence that parsing does occur.

The occurrence of parsing provides a window on the
nature of speech perception. It is quite revealing that lis
teners do not treat a unitary physical dimension of the
acoustic signal such as fO as if it were informationally
unitary. From the perspective of one type of theory of
speech perception, fO tends not to be informationally
unitary. This is a type of theory, including the motor the
ory of speech perception (Liberman & Mattingly, 1985)
and the direct-realist theory (Best, 1994; Fowler, 1986),
in which the acoustic signal is supposed to provide in-

formation for its causal sources, namely phonetic ges
tures of the vocal tract. When different phonetic gestures
have converging effects on common acoustic dimensions,
here on fundamental frequency, listeners who use the
acoustic signal as information for gestures should parse
those dimensions as if into their distinct informational
components. In our research, the vowel gesture and the
gesture producing the fundamental frequency contour of
spoken words or ofsung vowels had converging effects on
fundamental frequency. Accordingly, for a perceiver of
gestures, extraction ofacoustic information for Iii should
include detection of Iii information in fO on the vowel.
The perceived pitch of the vowel should then correspond
to the residual fO not ascribed to the vowel gesture.

In the theory ofdirect perception, in particular, listen
ers are predicted to parse accurately, at least in the case
of natural speech signals, in which gestural sources are
presumed to be specified acoustically. If our resynthe
sized signals also provided specifying information, as we
intended them to, then the inaccuracies ofparsing are not
supportive of the theory. In defense of the theory, how
ever, we point out that the occurrence of parsing has not
been predicted at all by any other theorists, and our find
ings very clearly show that parsing offO occurs. Further,
it is difficult to imagine that other theories, however they
might be developed, would predict the occurrence of
parsing, but inaccurate parsing. Parsing is useful only if
it permits perception of the phonetic properties ofan ut
terance that a speaker intended to convey, in the case of
phonetic properties signaled in part by fO, the speaker's
intended intonation contour, intended vowel height, in
tended stress, and intended consonant voicing. Inaccu
rate parsing in which listeners parse sometimes too much
and sometimes too little fO should be no more useful
than no parsing at all, but parsing does occur.
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NOTES

I. We excluded subjects who met the conjunction of two criteria.
First, at the ends of the continuum, response proportions were farther
from 0 than .25 at one end or farther from 1.00 than. 75 at the other; sec
ond, more than four changes in direction in the magnitude of their re
sponse proportions occurred across the II-item continuum.

2. In Figures 2-4, the 50% intercept apparent in the figures may not
exactly match the average intercept we report in the text. In the text, we
report values obtained by fitting ogives to the data of individual subjects
and then averaging the intercepts across subjects. These are the values
on which statistical tests were performed. Figures present data points
averaged over subjects.
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